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Abstract
Significant performance degradation of automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) systems is observed when the audio signal contains
cross-talk. One of the recently proposed approaches to solve the
problem of multi-speaker ASR is the deep clustering (DPCL) ap-
proach. Combining DPCL with a state-of-the-art hybrid acoustic
model, we obtain a word error rate (WER) of 16.5% on the com-
monly used wsj0-2mix dataset, which is the best performance
reported thus far to the best of our knowledge. The wsj0-2mix
dataset contains simulated cross-talk where the speech of multi-
ple speakers overlaps for almost the entire utterance. In a more
realistic ASR scenario the audio signal contains significant por-
tions of single-speaker speech and only part of the signal contains
speech of multiple competing speakers. This paper investigates
obstacles of applying DPCL as a preprocessing method for ASR
in such a scenario of sparsely overlapping speech. To this end we
present a data simulation approach, closely related to the wsj0-
2mix dataset, generating sparsely overlapping speech datasets
of arbitrary overlap ratio. The analysis of applying DPCL to
sparsely overlapping speech is an important interim step between
the fully overlapping datasets like wsj0-2mix and more realistic
ASR datasets, such as CHiME-5 or AMI.
Index Terms: deep clustering, ASR, speaker separation, multi-
speaker ASR
1. Introduction
The performance of ASR systems on relatively clean, close-
talking recordings has been improved drastically over the recent
years. This scenario can e.g. be found in telephony speech or
readings of audio books. On standard tasks for this scenario,
as switchboard and librispeech [1, 2], typical WERs are below
10% . Nevertheless, ASR on noisy data remains challenging.
ASR performance decreases especially when audio is recorded
from a larger distance or when multiple speakers are talking
simultaneously [3, 4]. There has thus been a growing interest in
multi-speaker ASR. A special focus in this area lies on single-
channel recordings [5, 6, 7]. This scenario is not only of interest
if only one recording channel can be obtained, but also if multi-
channel processing steps, like beamforming, can not separate
two speakers because they are spatially too close to each other.
In [6] a purely end-to-end system has been proposed which
aims at directly recognizing multiple speakers with an attention
based sequence-to-sequence model. This systems employs no
separate source separation stage. Other recently proposed solu-
tions use a separate source separation stage. This preprocessing
usually employs masks in the time-frequency domain to sepa-
rate multiple sources from the mixture signal. One method to
obtain those masks, is to directly infer them using an artificial
neural network (ANN). This ANN is trained by a permutation-
free objective function [8, 5, 9]. The method is often referred to
as permutation invariant training (PIT). The integrated applica-
tion of PIT on the level of the ASR cost function is presented
in [10]. A different approach to obtain the masks, is through
the utilization of embedding vectors in the time-frequency do-
main. This is done in the DPCL and deep attractor network
approaches [8, 11, 12]. The focus of the work presented here lies
on the DPCL approach. In DPCL a ANN is trained to map each
time-frequency bin to an embedding vector. Those embeddings
are then used to allocate the time-frequency bins to different
speakers through k-means clustering. The objective function is
designed such that embedding vectors of time-frequency bins be-
longing to the same speaker are close to each other. Embeddings
belonging to different speakers have a larger distance.
DPCL has shown good potential when used in a prepro-
cessing step for an ASR system based on a Gaussian mixture
model (GMM)-hidden Markov model (HMM) acoustic model
[11]. Good performance was also achieved in combination with
a sequence-to-sequence ASR system [13]. Results on the combi-
nation with a state-of-the-art hybrid deep neural network (DNN)-
HMM system have, to the best of our knowledge, not been
published so far. Thus DPCL tends to perform worse than the
sequence-to-sequence and PIT approaches in recent comparisons
on wsj0-2mix [6, 7]. By combining DPCL with a state of the
art hybrid DNN-HMM we obtain a WER of 16.5%, which to
the best of our knowledge is the best performance reported on
wsj0-2mix thus far.
Furthermore we present an in depth analysis of DPCL as
a preprocessing step for ASR on a more realistic scenario of
only sparsely overlapping speech. In this scenario only a small
part of the signal contains multi-speaker segments whereas the
majority of the signal contains single-speaker segments. This
scenario is much closer to the scenarios of meeting room or smart
home recordings. To this end we introduce a data simulation
approach to obtain sparsely overlapping speech with a fixed
but configurable overlap ratio based on the Wall Street Journal
(WSJ) data. This data bridges the gap between wsj0-2mix and
more realistic datasets as for example Chime-5 [3] and AMI
[4]. The use of a simulated dataset offers the advantage of
investigating various overlap ratios. Furthermore it allows the
utilization of oracle knowledge to analyze separate aspects of
the pipeline and analyze their influence on ASR performance in
a controlled environment. Our analysis points out obstacles of
applying DPCL to sparsely overlapping data which are cloaked
in the experiments on fully overlapping signals We also propose
initial solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. An overview of the
datasets used in this work is given in Section 2. Section 3
describes the DPCL and ASR system, before the experimental
setup and results are presented in Section 4 and discussed in
Section 5. Potential future research directions are discussed in
Section 6.
2. Data
We report ASR results on the commonly used dataset
wsj0-2mix introduced in [8]. This dataset is created by arti-
ficial mixing of speakers from the WSJ data. The main drawback
of this datasets for ASR experiments is, that all generated utter-
ances contain fully overlapping speech. This means that both
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speakers talk for almost the complete length of the utterance.
In a realistic ASR scenario for overlapping speech, as they can
be found e.g. in the CHiME-5 or AMI datasets [3, 4], speak-
ers are only overlapping for smaller portions of an utterance.
This means that each utterance contains significant portions of
single-speaker speech.
To study this scenario of more sparsely overlapping speech
in the effect of DPCL as a preprocessing step for ASR, we cre-
ate datasets containing sparsely overlapping speech utterances.
Other aspects of the artificial mixing, such as the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) distribution, are kept as similar as possible to the
algorithm used in [8]. The data simulation pipeline is described
in the following.
Two separate signal tracks are generated, each containing
speech from a single speaker. The ASR system described in
Section 3.1 is used to obtain a forced alignment for the source
datasets, where the speech segments are sampled from. This
alignment is used to cut leading and trailing silences from the
utterances. This ensures that only pauses in between words
remains as silence in those utterances, which is neglectable in
the computation of the overlap ratio. Furthermore, a silence set
containing those leading and trailing silence segments is created.
For each speaker three utterances are sampled from the
source dataset. One signal track is created for each of the two
speakers where the sampled segments are separated by silence
gaps. The lengths of the silence gaps are randomly sampled
with the constraint that the overlap of speech after adding the
two signal tracks has a given overlap ratio and that the ratio of
the mixed signal containing no speech does not exceed a certain
threshold (here 10%). The silence gaps are then filled with
silence signals sampled from the silence set mentioned above,
where the energy of the silence segments used to fill the gap is
scaled to the leading and trailing silences of the original speech
segments. The two signal tracks are then mixed with a given
SNR value similar to the data simulation of wsj0-2mix, where
the signal energy of the two signal tracks is computed by only
considering the speech segments and not the silence segments.
3. System
3.1. ASR system
A state of the art hybrid DNN-HMM acoustic model, trained
on the WSJ-SI84 subset (15 h) of the WSJ dataset, is used for
the experiments. The input features are unnormalized 80 dimen-
sional log-Mel filterbank features based on a short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) employing the Hanning window applied to a
25ms frame with a frame shift of 10ms. Since the input fea-
tures are unnormalized the first layer of the acoustic model is an
80 dimensional linear layer employing batch normalization [14].
The linear layer is followed by 5 bidirectional long short-term
memory (BLSTM) layers with 600 units each. The output is a
softmax layer with 1501 units. A 3-gram language model is used
during recognition. Table 1 shows the ASR performance of the
system on the standard 5k and 20k development and evaluation
datasets of WSJ, using the respective language model is used.
The system is implemented using RETURNN and RASR
[15, 16].
Table 1: WER in % of the ASR system on the standard develop-
ment and evaluation sets of the WSJ dataset. The data contained
in the sets is different for 5k and 20k.
Vocabulary
size dev93 eval92 eval93
5k 4.6 1.8 4.0
20k 10.0 6.9 9.4
3.2. Source separation system
Source separation and ASR are handled in two separate stages.
The source separation is done by applying DPCL to the mixed
speech signal creating one signal per speaker, which is referred
to as speaker track in the following. The speaker tracks are then
fed separately into the ASR system. The following sections give
a quick summary of DPCL and how it is applied here.
3.2.1. Deep clustering network
The network architecture for DPCL described in [11] was
reimplemented using RETURNN [15]. The architecture con-
sists of an ANN, which computes a 40 dimensional embedding
vector for each time-frequency bin of the input signal. As input
features the STFT of the input signal is computed with a win-
dow size of 32ms, a frame shift of 8ms and a discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of dimension 512 is used as input features. The
embedding vectors are used to cluster the time-frequency bins
into multiple classes (one for each speaker) using soft cluster-
ing. A binary mask is generated from the classification of the
time-frequency bins. Those masks are applied to the input signal
obtaining a separate speaker track for each speaker. The result-
ing signals are the input to an enhancement network as described
in [11]. The architecture of the embedding network consists of
4 BLSTM layers with 600 units each. Curriculum learning is
applied as described in [11] with an input size of 100 frames for
100 epochs and 400 frames for 100 epochs. The architecture of
the enhancement network consists of 2 BLSTM layers with 300
units each. The signal to distortion ratio (SDR) improvements
obtained by this systems on the wsj0-2mix dataset are shown in
Table 3 and are in line with the results described in [11].
3.2.2. Application of DPCL to sparsely overlapping speech
Applying DPCL to sparsely overlapping speech signals as
described in Section 2 can be done in the same manner as the for
the fully overlapping speech. This approach is referred to as full-
sequence mode hereafter. This approach can potentially suffer
from signal quality degradation of the single speech segments,
due to erroneous masking. An alternative approach is to apply
DPCL to the multi-speaker segments only. This second approach
requires to deal with the segmentation problem, meaning how to
separate the input signal into multi-speaker and single-speaker
segments. We experimented with various ways to solve the
segmentation problem, but those results will be presented in
future work, since they go beyond the scope of this work and do
not serve to further the conclusions presented here. The results
reported here use the oracle knowledge for segmentation.
The embedding vectors are computed for the complete signal.
The single-speaker segments remain unprocessed, while one
output signal per speaker is generated for the multi-speaker
segments by computing the masks based on the embeddings of
only that segment. This creates a segment permutation problem,
where the resulting output segments need to be allocated to an
output speaker track. For the experiments presented here a fixed
number of 2 speaker tracks is used.
Three approaches to handle the permutation problem are
used in this work. First the oracle knowledge is used. This is
done by computing the correlations to the respective segment
of the source signals tracks for each of the outputs per segment.
The output segment is allocated to the source signal track with
the higher correlation and thus to a speaker track.
The second approach is hereafter referred to as affinity ap-
proach. In this approach the mean of the embedding vectors for
each speaker in the multi-speaker segments is calculated. For
each possible permutation of multi-speaker segments the aver-
age distance of the resulting group of mean vectors is computed
and the permutation with the lowest average distance is selected.
Then a mean embedding vector for each speaker track based
on the selected permutation is computed. The single-speaker
segments are then allocated to the speaker track which mean
embedding vector is closest to the mean embedding vector of
the single-speaker segment.
The third approach is hereafter referred to as speaker-Id
approach. In this approach the DPCL network is trained in a
multi-task approach similar to [17]. The network is extended
by a second output which is utilized for speaker identification.
Different embedding vectors are computed for the speaker identi-
fication part of the network. Those speaker-Id embedding vectors
are then used to handle the permutation problem in the same
manner as is done in the affinity approach. Details about the net-
work architecture and the cost function are described in [17]. The
main difference of our network architecture to the one presented
in [17] is that the deep attractor network from [17] is replaced
by the DPCL network described above and the dimension of the
speaker-Id embedding vectors which is 40. Furthermore both
cost functions are weighted equally in the multi-task training.
4. Experimental setup and results
Table 2 shows the WER of the system on the fully overlap-
ping dataset wsj0-2mix described in Section 2. The table also
shows the more recently published performance of sequence-to-
sequence systems. In past publications those systems have only
been compared to a system employing DPCL in combination
with a GMM-HMM acoustic model [11] and have been shown to
yield better WERs [6, 7]. But the results in Table 2 show DPCL
to be superior to the integrated approaches, when combined with
a state of the art acoustic model.
Table 2: WER in % of the described system compared to recently
published results on wsj0-2mix. The acoustic models from [6]
and [7] differ in details.
System Eval
Separation Acousticmodel
Language
model Reference
DPCL GMM-HMM n/a [11] 30.8
DNN-HMM 3-gram proposedhere 16.5
integrated joint
CTC/
attention
word- &
char-level
RNNLMs
[6] 28.2
word–level
RNNLMs [7] 25.4
The results in Table 3 show, that DPCL is much more reli-
able, when the competing speaker is of different gender to the
dominant speaker. This effect can also be seen in the signal
quality metric SDR as presented in previous publications [11]
and confirmed by our experiments. In our experiments the effect
seems to be slightly stronger for WER than for SDR.
Table 3: WER and SDR of the proposed system differentiated by
gender of competing speaker and speaker dominance.
Speaker Gender Eval WER (%) Eval SDR
dominant same 17.6 10.7diff 12.1 12.7
non dominant same 22.2 8.0dff 14.0 10.1
The drawback of the wsj0-2mix datasets is, that it does not
cover scenarios in which a significant portion of the speech sig-
nal contains single-speaker segments and only part of the signal
contains multi-speaker segments. This is what one would e.g.
expect in meeting recordings or the smart home scenario. The
following experiments investigate the additional obstacles that
those scenarios pose for the application of DPCL as a prepro-
cessing for ASR.
The data used in the following experiments has been created
as described in Section 2. The data for the evaluation set is
sampled from si dt 05 and si et 05, which are both not
used for training, cross validation or hyper parameter tuning. We
chose those source datasets to stay as close as possible to the
original wsj0-2mix dataset presented in Table 2 and 3 to make
the following results most comparable to the fully overlapping
scenarios. As before decoding was done using a 3-gram language
model with a vocabulary size of 20k.
The WER on the separate signal tracks before mixing can
be considered a lower boundary for the WERs and is referred
to as clean in the following. The WER on the mixed signal
is dominated by insertion errors induced by the single-speaker
speech segments of the competing speaker. Therefore this WER
is less useful to investigate degradation which stem from the
multi-speaker segments. An alternative sensible upper reference
for the WER can be described by a perfect speaker identifica-
tion system, which allocates multi-speaker segments to both
speakers. In our experiments this is the same as not applying
any source separation to the multi-speaker segments and using
oracle knowledge for segmentation and permutation. Figure 1
shows the WERs of the various processing approaches over the
evaluation sets with various overlap ratios.
5. Discussion
As expected the ASR performance strongly improves with
decreasing overlap ratio when no separation is applied to the
multi-speaker segments and oracle knowledge for segmentation
and permutation is used. On the other hand the ASR perfor-
mance when applying DPCL in full-sequence mode, decreases
for decreasing overlap ratios. The results shows that even though
DPCL works extremely well on fully overlapping speech a sim-
ple direct application to sparsely overlapping speech could po-
tentially even hurt ASR performance compared to no processing
of the mixed signal.
Figure 1d shows, that if oracle knowledge is used for the seg-
mentation and permutation problem and DPCL is only applied to
the multi-speaker segments, the WER improves for decreasing
overlap ratios. The gap between the application of DPCL in
full-sequence mode and its application to only the multi-speaker
segments with utilization of oracle knowledge for segmentation
and permutation shows the maximum potential performance gain
that can be obtained if the segmentation and permutation prob-
lems are solved optimally. Especially for low overlap ratios the
potential for improving ASR performance is large. Closing this
gap is crucial for the applicability of DPCL in real world ASR.
The intuitive expectation when applying DPCL to only the
multi-speaker segments with utilization of oracle knowledge
for segmentation and permutation is an increase in WER for
increasing overlap ratios, since larger portions of the signal
will suffer from quality degradation due to the required source
separation. But Figure 1d, shows only a minor decrease in ASR
performance over increasing overlap ratios. A differentiation
of scenarios in which the competing speaker has the same or
different gender as the dominant speaker as done in Figures 1e
and 1f reveal that the decrease in ASR performance for larger
overlap ratios stems almost exclusively from the same gender
scenario.
Furthermore the performance of DPCL applied in full-
sequence mode is significantly worse for the same gender sce-
nario throughout all overlap ratios. One explanation for the
higher difficulty of the same gender scenario is that mask based
separation approaches rely on sparsity of the acoustic features
along the frequency domain, which is more dominant in the dif-
ferent gender scenario. This can explain why, in the same gender
scenario, the performance increases more strongly with decreas-
ing overlap ratio, when applying DPCL to only the multi-speaker
segments with utilization of oracle knowledge for segmentation
and permutation . If the sparsity is also the main obstacle for
the application of DPCL on the full-sequence mode, the perfor-
mance gap between the different gender scenario and the same
gender scenario should shrink for decreasing overlap ratios. This
is not the case as can be seen in Figures 1e and 1f. This indicates
that the main problem is not the masking of the multi-speaker
segments, but the handling of single-speaker segments.
When the oracle permutation is replaced by the affinity ap-
proach described in Section 3.2 it can be observed that the WERs
are very similar to the WERs of applying DPCL in full-sequence
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Figure 1: Analysis of DPCL for various overlap ratios. a)-c) compare DPCL to an upper and a lower performance bound. d)-f) compare,
for the dominant speaker, the application of DPCL in full-sequence mode and the application of DPCL on the multi-speaker segments
only. The legend syntax is as follows:
segmentation / permutation / source separation [ / speaker dominance ]
n = none, o = oracle, a = affinity permutation, i = speaker-Id permutation, d = DPCL, S1 = dominant speaker, S2 = non dominant
speaker
mode. Combined with the findings described above, this in-
dicates that the main obstacle for the application of DPCL to
sparsely overlapping speech is not the potential signal degrada-
tion from the masking of the single- or multi-speaker segments,
but the collective allocation of the time-frequency bins of the
single-speaker segments to a speaker in the multi-speaker seg-
ments.
A straight forward solution to this problem could be to pro-
vide the DPCL network with sparsely overlapping data during
training. To this end we trained multiple DPCL networks with
training data containing various average overlap ratios. The data
was simulated as described in Section 2 and the network was
trained as described in Section 3.2. The total amount of source
data used for the simulation has been kept constant for a fair
comparison with the network trained on fully overlapping sig-
nals. Without adjustment of the training cost function we were
not able to gain an improvement by only changing the training
data in that manner. Investigations into this approach will be
future work.
A different solution is to improve the handling of the permu-
tation problem when handling segmentation, permutation and
source separation separately. For this we utilize the speaker-Id
approach described in Section 3.2.2. With this approach we were
able to get improvements of about 20% relative for low overlap
ratios. It can also be seen that this improvement is mainly due to
the same gender scenario and that the effect vanishes for higher
overlap ratios.
6. Conclusions
In this work we have shown that the use of DPCL as a
separate speaker separation step for multi-speaker ASR works
well on the standard wsj0-2mix dataset if it is combined with
a state of the art DNN-HMM acoustic model. To the best of
our knowledge the WER of 16.5% obtained by this system is
currently the lowest WER reported on wsj0-2mix. Furthermore
we presented in depth investigations on the effects of DPCL as
a preprocessing step for ASR on sparsely overlapping speech.
To this end we simulated data with varying overlap ratio of the
competing speakers. Those experiments on simulated data aim
to further the utilization of DPCL to improve ASR performance
on real data as e.g. the AMI or CHiME-5 datasets.
The results presented here indicate the main obstacles to
obtain similar ASR gains on real data as can be seen for the
wsj0-2mix data. More specifically it has been shown that a major
drawback of the basic DPCL approach is the handling of single-
speaker segments. The results indicate that the main reason is not
a degradation of signal quality of the single-speaker segments
by erroneous masking, but rather the problem of allocating the
time-frequency bins of a single-speaker segment to a speaker of
the multi-speaker segments. The results show that a promising
approach is to separate the source separation into three different
steps. The first step is the segmentation of the signal into single-
speaker and multi-speaker segments. In a second step DPCL is
applied to the multi-speaker segments only. Finally the problem
of allocating the resulting segments to a speaker track needs
to be solved. For this problem we have presented an approach
based on speaker identification, which improved the results more
than 20% relative for low overlap ratios.
Future work will focus on the modification of DPCL to
obtain a better handling of single-speaker segments in the full-
sequence approach. This could be attempted by introducing a
regularizing term in the cost function during training on sparsely
overlapping training data. Furthermore we will explore the use
of feedback from the acoustic model to solve the segmentation
and permutation problems in the separated approach.
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